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Abstract. The deep copy of messages that traditionally ensures the
memory isolation of actors severely hinders the performance of actor
systems on multi-core machines. Several approaches have been proposed
in the state of the art to circumvent this overhead, but they require to
choose two properties out of the three desired ones: safety, programma-
bility, and efficiency. In this paper, we introduce a novel runtime own-
ership model that supports the first memory isolation model of actors
with these three properties—it is safe, developer-friendly, and efficient.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the actor paradigm has regained much attention as a concur-
rency model to exploit parallelism in Object-Oriented Programming Languages
(OOPL). The argument [7] is that memory isolated actors that cooperate through
messaging provides a concurrency model that scales well on multi-core machines.
Unfortunately, achieving memory isolation of actors traditionally relies on deep-
copying messages—a solution that severely hinders performance [15,4,14,5].

Several approaches have been proposed to circumvent this copy overhead.
Some actor frameworks abandon safety for the sake of performance [10,6], advo-
cating to pass messages by reference. These frameworks are efficient but unsafe.
Other frameworks [16,7] retain safe messaging and achieve high performance
through migrating messages, but at the expense of programmability because of
the introduction of special type systems and certain constraints on the shape of
permitted messages. A notable exception is the ActorFoundry framework [12]
that preserves the programming model of a pass-by-value semantics while avoid-
ing the copy overhead when it is safe to do so. Unfortunately, the proposed static
analysis fails to identify all opportunities to optimize out deep copies, producing
mixed results from a performance perspective.

This paper discusses a different path that does not require to choose between
safety, programmability, and efficiency. With our approach, you can have your
cake and eat it too—our solution is safe, developer-friendly, and efficient. Our
approach is safe because we guarantee that actors remain strictly memory iso-
lated. It is developer-friendly because messages have unconstrained shapes and
we neither introduce any special types nor annotations. Furthermore, developers
precisely control if an object belongs to a message or to an actor. To that end,
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we propose a runtime ownership model based on the concept of first reachability
from either a message or an actor. Put simply, an object belongs to a message
(resp. actor) if it is first reachable from that message (resp. actor). This own-
ership model is simple to use and feels completely natural to object-oriented
developers. Our solution that migrates messages is efficient compared to passing
messages by reference with a typical overhead between 5% to 10%—an over-
head that is independent of the shape and size of messages. Furthermore, our
approach is multi-core friendly since all our runtime mechanisms are lock-free.

We implemented our complete proposal in the JikesRVM [1], a research high-
performance Java virtual machine. We used the actor model of Kilim [16] as
a starting point, modifying the actor model as little as necessary in order to
integrate our novel memory isolation. We chose Kilim because it is regarded
as the best performing framework for Java [9]. All our actor benchmarks ran
almost unmodified on both frameworks, the sole meaningful difference being that
we require explicit continuations while Kilim proposes automated continuations.
Our approach requires modifying the Java virtual machine, adding a write barrier
and an extra field in the object header that contains the reference of the owner
of an object.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we quickly recall the main
points of the actor paradigm and discuss related work, focusing on memory
isolation. In Section 3, we introduce the design of our novel memory isolation
based on a runtime ownership model. In Section 4, we illustrate the use of this
ownership model through concrete examples. In Section 5 we evaluate our design
and we conclude in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The actor paradigm defines an actor system as a collection of concurrent and au-
tonomous entities, called actors, that cooperate through asynchronous messages.
Some models propose that messages be sent to actors while other models pro-
pose that messages be sent to mailboxes, an actor owning one or more mailbox.
In this case, mailboxes are shared objects whose references can be exchanged
through messages. The execution model is event-driven, with actors reacting to
received messages, one reaction at a time. While each actor is a single-threaded
entity, multiple actors execute concurrently, thereby exploiting parallelism. For
safe concurrent executions, actors are memory isolated entities, passing mes-
sages between actors by value. A straightforward design is to deep-copy mes-
sages [15,9,13], which severely degrades the performance of actor systems [9].

For the sake of performance, certain actor frameworks [10,6] abandon safety
entirely, advocating a by-reference semantics and explicit deep copies. This ap-
proach expects developers to do the right thing, passing messages by reference
when it is safe to do so and making deep copies whenever necessary. The ap-
proach is attractive for its peak performance and the fact that it preserves stan-
dard object-oriented programming practices. The main criticism is undoubtedly
the assumption that developers do not make mistakes, which ultimately raises
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the question of when can an actor system be trusted to be bug free and therefore
safe to use.

The ActorFoundry [12] proposes an original approach that retains the safety
of pass-by-value semantics while avoiding the overhead of deep copies when it is
safe to do so. To achieve this goal, this framework relies on static analysis that
achieves encouraging preliminary results. The analysis combines a novel live vari-
able analysis along with context-sensitive call graph creation and field-sensitive
points-to analysis. The approach is especially attractive because it preserves the
traditional object-oriented programming model, avoiding the complex and error-
prone task of annotating code or using special type systems. Unfortunately, the
proposed static analysis still fails to identify all opportunities to optimize out
deep copies, producing mixed results from a performance perspective.

Other actor frameworks advocate a pass-by-migration semantics that provides
a safe zero-copy messaging. The idea behind migration is that a message can be
accessed by only one actor at a time. To achieve this goal, these frameworks
control object aliasing through special type systems or annotations [11]. For
example, Kilim [16] advocates a static type checking mechanism based on linear
types that only allows for tree-shaped messages. Scala [6] has recently proposed
a new type system [7] that introduces safe migration. The proposed type systems
is interesting because it is somewhat simpler and removes important limitations
regarding permitted message shapes. The approach is certainly attractive but
the presence of a dual type system raises several questions. First, it is unclear
from published papers what are the implications of the restrictions on permitted
message shapes. It is unclear if format translations are often necessary, and
it they are, what are the performance implications. Second, it is unclear how
complex the use of such type systems actually is for the average developer and
how severely it impacts traditional object-oriented programming practices.

3 Ownership and Memory Isolation

During our search for an alternative path to provide memory isolation for actor
systems, we went through two important design steps, which we retrace in the
following two subsections. Both models are based on migration. Since the second
step builds on the first, we felt that it helped the clarity of the paper to present
the historical evolution of our design.

3.1 Allow Aliasing

The idea behind this first design is quite simple. Rather than trying to prohibit or
tightly-control aliasing, like most approaches using special type systems strive
to do, we want to allow totally unconstrained aliasing. Our motivation is to
maintain object-oriented programming as developers understand it today. If we
allow aliasing, we need to shift our focus on preventing the use of illegal references
on migrated objects. To better understand illegal references, we should discuss
the two different forms of aliasing that create illegal references when migrating
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messages: references from the actor state into messages and references from
messages to the actor state or into other messages.

The latter form of aliasing can be easily controlled through the use of coloring
and a read barrier. We use colors as follows. An actor colors any new object that
it creates with its color. As we deep migrate a message, we change the color
of each migrated object from the color of its sending actor to the color of its
receiving actor. Therefore, a simple read barrier on the color can detect illegal
references. In the case of shared objects between two messages, the first migration
operation will change the color of the shared objects and the second migration
operation will detect an invalid color. In the case of a reference from a message
to the actor state, the referenced part of the actor state will be migrated and
colored, bringing us back to the former aliasing: the actor keeping references to
migrated objects.

This form of aliasing is more difficult to handle properly, even though the
principle is straightforward: any reference retained by the sending actor on a
migrated object is illegal and must be therefore unusable. The challenge comes
from finding these illegal references. Illegal references may be retained in local
variables, in arguments of method invocations, and in objects (including arrays).
A possible solution could be to scan the actor, garbage-collection style. This
would include a complete scan of all objects reachable from both the actor itself
and the thread stack of the current reaction. Since the overhead of such a scan
would have to be paid at each send; we consider this approach impractical.

We advocate another path: we can allow illegal references to exist as long
as we forbid their use. At first glance, the implementation seems rather simple,
leveraging a read barrier to check the validity of references before they are used.
First, we need a read barrier on reading references out of objects and arrays.
Second, we need a read barrier on reading references out of local variables and
arguments. But this is not enough since illegal references could also be found
on the operand stack1. Indeed, any method invocation may send a message and
therefore migrate some objects whose references might have been pushed on the
operand stack of caller invocations, higher on the thread stack.

At first, this path seems impractical too. First, we can expect an important
overhead because of the sheer number of read barriers. Second, the implemen-
tation is really delicate because of the necessary scan of the operand stack upon
every return of a method invocation. Within an interpreter, one could possi-
bly scan the operand stack after each method invocation, introducing a serious
overhead. Within a high performance virtual machine using Just-In-Time (JIT)
compilation, the operand stacks is spread across the hardware registers and spill
areas in stack frames, complexifying even further the search for illegal references
after every method invocation.

Although it seems that we reached a dead end with this design, a simple
solution exists if we are to revisit the immediate nature of the send operation. If
messages were to be migrated when the current reaction completes rather than

1 We use Java parlance, focusing on the Java virtual machine for the sake of clarity,
although the problem is absolutely not Java specific.
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immediately when sent, there would be no need for most of the previous read
barriers. In particular, we would not need to bother with any of the read barriers
related to the thread stack: local variables, arguments, and operand stack. Since
we would be migrating messages once the current reaction completed, the thread
stack can be considered as empty as far as memory isolation is concerned. Indeed,
when a reaction completes, we are back executing code from the actor framework,
and since the framework is the trusted code base, we need not search for illegal
references.

Therefore, we propose to introduce the concept of tail migration. Developers
can continue to shape messages however they please and send them whenever
convenient. Each send operation only records the reference of the message, con-
structing a list of messages that are pending migration. Upon the completion of
a reaction, the system automatically processes the pending messages, migrating
each one of them to its intended actor. Notice that inter-message aliasing would
only be discovered at the time of the effective migration, relying on the above
deep-coloring of migrated messages.

Even with tail migration, we must rely on the use of a read barrier on reading
references out of objects and arrays. In Java, this means inserting a read barrier
on the GETFIELD and AALOAD bytecodes, where GETFIELD loads an object
reference from an object field and AALOAD loads an object reference from an
array object. With this read barrier in place, illegal references can be retained
by objects and arrays, but they cannot be used, so safety is guaranteed.

Even though safety is guaranteed, we must consider the following point. Since
an actor can retain illegal references, it can potentially force large graphs of
objects to stay alive in other actors. This suggests to extend the garbage collector
so that it discovers illegal references and nullifies them. While nullifying illegal
references solves the problem, it does not seem an appropriate solution from a
programming perspective since it silently removes any trace of memory isolation
violations, thereby concealing the illegal behaviors of certain actors. We propose
to use a special bit pattern instead of null; this special bit pattern would be
treated by the garbage collector as a null reference, but it would be treated by
the read barrier as an illegal reference, raising an appropriate exception such as
IllegalPointerException.

To summarize, this design preserves the traditional programming style of
OOPLs and provides the safe migration of unconstrained graphs of objects.
Unfortunately, we can expect a relatively high overhead since it relies on a read
barrier [2,17]. Furthermore, we feel that the lazy discovery of illegal references in-
duces a programming model that is just too cumbersome for developers. Indeed,
cross-message references are only discovered when the reaction completes, not
when they are created. Even worse, other illegal references are only discovered if
there is an attempt to use them, which means that the threat of illegal pointer
exceptions always remains. Furthermore, it is our experience that understanding
the real source of these exceptions when they finally occur is a daunting task
for most developers, therefore greatly limiting the usability of this approach in
practice.
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3.2 Control Aliasing

Our second design builds on the first, combining tail migration with a novel
ownership model. Our ownership model defines two owner classes: the Actor
class and the Message class. In other words, each actor and each message are
individual owners. Each owner defines one ownership domain including the owner
object and all the objects owned by that owner. Therefore, owner objects are
created as owning themselves. Other objects are created free (not owned) and will
remain free until garbage collected or until absorbed by an ownership domain.
A free object is absorbed as soon as it becomes reachable from an owner object,
directly or indirectly. In other words, the ownership propagates through reference
assignments:

L.f = R; (1)

When the field f of the left-hand-side object L, owned by an owner O, refers to
a right-hand-side object R, the ownership propagates from L to R as follows:

1. If the object L is free, there is no ownership to propagate. If the object
R was free, it remains free. If it was owned, its owner remains unchanged.

2. Object L is owned and R is free. When a free object is first referenced
by an owned object, we propagate the ownership: R becomes owned by the
owner of L.

3. The objects L and R are owned. The assignment is illegal unless L and
R are owned by the same owner.

4. The object L is owned and R is shared. The assignment is always legal
and there is no ownership propagation.

Even with isolated ownership domains, the concept of shared objects is nec-
essary to model shared references to trusted language objects. For instance,
mailbox objects are typically shared by actors to send and receive messages.
Other language objects must also be shared such as Java enumeration, Java
classes, or class loader strings. In general, it is also accepted that immutable
objects ought to be shared. Shared objects are never absorbed, they remain free
until garbage collected. However, it is important to assert that, aside from refer-
ences to well-identified shared objects, ownership domains are entirely isolated.
Any assignment attempting to create a reference across the boundary between
two ownership domains would raise an illegal assignment exception, immediately
identifying the source of a future illegal reference.

It is important to point out that the absorption of an object is a deep absorp-
tion, applying the same write barrier on all encountered references. Indeed, in
the last case above, despite the fact that R is free, the graph of objects reach-
able from R might be composed of either owned or free objects. Free objects are
absorbed but objects owned by other owners would represent an illegal situation
forcing an exception to be thrown. It is also important to point out that once
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Fig. 1. Ownership Propagation

owned, an object remains owned by the same owner until it becomes garbage
and it is reclaimed.

Figure 1 illustrates an example of ownership propagation. On the left-hand
side, we have an actor, the stack of its current reaction, and a message M .
There is also a small graph of free objects, only reachable from the reaction
stack. Going to the right-hand side, the actor is adding the object N to the
message M , which propagates the ownership of the message M onto the object
N and those reachable from N .

Note that propagating ownership does not entail any object copy. It is similar
to coloring but instead of propagating a color, we propagate the identity of the
owner object. In Java, this means the above write barrier must be added to the
PUTFIELD and AASTORE bytecodes, PUTFIELD stores an object reference in
an object field and AASTORE stores an object reference in an array object. The
simplest implementation is to have an extra hidden reference per object, called
the owner reference. When the object is free, that owner reference is null. When
the object is owned, that owner reference refers to the owner object.

Notice that local variables, method arguments, and free objects are allowed to
refer to any object—free or owned. This is important because this allows a total
programming freedom when manipulating the state of an actor or of a message.
In other words, despite the fact that objects may be owned, either by the actor
or by a message, the actor developers retain a complete programming freedom.
For instance, an enumeration on a hash table would be a free object, even if
the hash table is owned. The enumeration object will be using direct references
on owned objects that are internal to the collection implementation. In other
words, aliasing of owned objects through free objects is legal and not limited in
any way. This model is correct, never endangering isolation, since we adopted a
tail migration rather than an immediate migration when sending messages.

4 Examples

In this section, we illustrate the use of our ownership model through a simple
yet complete example. The examples are written in Ownership-Kilim (O-Kilim),
our actor framework based on Kilim [16]. The purpose of this section is two-
fold. First, we want to illustrate the minimal differences between O-Kilim and
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Kilim. Second, we want to highlight how natural our ownership model feels to
object-oriented developers.

Like Kilim, we have three special classes: the Task class, the Mailbox class,
and the Message class. The Task class is the concept of actor in Kilim. The three
classes are part of the trusted code base, but only the Mailbox class is final. Mail-
boxes are shared across tasks, allowing tasks to send and receive messages. There
are two key differences between Kilim and our proposal. First, O-Kilim relies on
our ownership model. Second, Kilim advocates automated continuations, rely-
ing on blocking operations on mailboxes with an automated wind-unwind of the
thread stack upon blocking and resuming tasks. O-Kilim assumes explicit con-
tinuations and run-to-completion reactions. The O-Kilim framework guarantees
that each actor executes at most one reaction at any one time, irrespective of the
number of mailboxes it is bound to. An actor binds to a mailbox by registering a
listener, whose MailboxListener interface is given in Listing 1.1. Only one actor
may bind to a given mailbox.

Developers are expected to extend the Actor class and Message class as they
see fit. Instances of both the Actor and Message class are owners, each instance
defining a separate ownership domain. Remember that owners are instantiated
as owning themselves and therefore their constructors already execute within the
confinement of their ownership domain. In Listing 1.1, we also show the simplest
actor constructor that first binds to a given mailbox and then starts.

Listing 1.1. Server Actor

1 public interface MailboxListener<T> {
2 void onMessage(Mailbox<Message<T>> mb, Message<T> msg);
3 }
4
5 public class Server extends Task implements MailboxListener<Message> {
6 Mailbox<Message> mymb;
7 public Server(Mailbox<Message> mb) {
8 mymb = mb;
9 mymb.addMessageSubscriber(this);

10 start();
11 }
12 public void onMessage(Mailbox<Message> mb, Message msg) {
13 Mailbox<Message> niu = new Mailbox<Message>();
14 new Parser(niu);
15 niu.put(msg);
16 return;
17 }
18 }

In Listing 1.1, the server’s reaction creates actors (Parser) that concurrently
process received requests. Each request will be about parsing a text document
into an in-memory W 3C document. Notice that messages can be forwarded
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without hassle, one of the main performance advantages of migration. Line 15,
we can see that forwarding a message is as simple as putting into a mailbox,
which does not migrate the message immediately but remembers that it should.
At the end of the reaction, line 16, the message will be migrated, without any
overhead.

Notice also that mailboxes and actors are created as regular objects. Notice
however that created actors are not referenced; in fact, actors are not shared
objects and cannot be referenced across ownership domains. Furthermore, the
reference to an actor is only legal within local variables and arguments belonging
to a reaction on that actor. Hence line 14, the newly created actors cannot
be referenced; indeed, any communication with an actor must happen through
mailboxes.

Listing 1.2. Main Initialization

1 public static void main(String args[]) {
2 Mailbox<Message> mbserver = new Mailbox<Message>();
3 new Server(mbserver);
4 int maxClient = Integer.parse(args[0]);
5 for (int i = 0; i < maxClients; i++) {
6 Mailbox<Message> niu = new Mailbox<Message>();
7 new Client(i, niu, mbserver);
8 niu.put(new Message(Message.START, args[i+1]));
9 }

10 }

Listing 1.2 illustrates the corresponding main initialization of an actor system.
We create one server actor and a certain number of client actors, giving to each
client the mailbox of the server and a url of a document. Listing 1.3 shows the
simple message class we use throughout this example.

Listing 1.3. Message Class

public class Message extends kilim.Message {
public static final int START = 1;
public static final int REQUEST = 2;
public static final int RESULT = 3;
int kind;
Mailbox mb;
String url;
Document doc;
Message(int kind, String url) { ... }
Message(int kind, Mailbox mb, byte[] text) { ... }
Message(int kind, Document doc) { ... }

}
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Listing 1.4 shows the client actor, reading the text document from the url
(line 17), requesting the server to parse the document (line 18) and absorbing
the in-memory XML document when receiving it (lines 22 to 24). Notice the
extraction (line 23) before the absorption (line 24). Indeed, the XML document
is owned by the message, it must therefore be extracted before it can be absorbed
by the actor. Also notice the use of a local variable to remember the document
reference since the msg.doc field will be nullified by the extraction, preserving
the invariants of our ownership model.

Listing 1.4. Client Actor

1 public class Client extends Task implements MailboxListener<Message> {
2 Mailbox<Message> mymb;
3 Mailbox<Message> mbserver;
4 int id;
5 Document doc;
6 public Client(int no, Mailbox<Message> mb, Mailbox<Message> mbs) {
7 id = no;
8 mbserver = mbs;
9 mymb = mb;

10 mymb.addMessageSubscriber(this);
11 start();
12 }
13 public void onMessage(Mailbox<Message> mb, Message msg) {
14 byte[] text;
15 switch (msg.type) {
16 case Message.START:
17 text = readDocument(msg.url); // read text document
18 mbserver.put(new Message(Message.REQUEST, mymb, text));
19 break;
20 case Message.RESULT:
21 Document tmp = msg.doc
22 if (filter(tmp)) {
23 extract(tmp);
24 doc = tmp;
25 }
26 break;
27 }
28 }
29 }

The extraction of an object from an ownership domain is a deep extraction,
recursively forcing all reachable objects to be free again. Also, the extraction of
an object from its ownership domain nullifies any remaining reference within that
ownership domain that refers to objects that were just freed. This is important
to preserve our invariants: (i) there is no references from an ownership domain
to free objects, (ii)ownership domains remain fully encapsulated: there cannot
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be any cross-domain references stored in reference fields of objects (including
arrays).

However, notice (line 21 and 22) that messages can be freely manipulated
from local variables and arguments, including references on internal objects.
We believe this is one major advantage of our approach—one that preserves
a completely natural programming model for object-oriented developers. The
method filter (called line 22) would scan the document and decide if it should
be absorbed or not. This filter method would be written exactly as it would
be written in pure Java. The only constraint in our model is that cross-domain
references, between two messages or between a message and an actor, are illegal.
However, one can always extract an object from one domain and absorb it into
another. This is exactly what happens line 23 that extracts the document from
the ownership domain of the message and line 24 that absorbs the document in
the actor state.

And there is nothing more complex than that in our model in order to control
ownership and therefore ensure the safe isolation of actors. The rule could not
be simpler: just assign the reference of your object were it belongs first, then
alias it through local variables and arguments as necessary to manipulate it. It is
our experience that this model feels natural to object-oriented developers; they
write code as they are used to.

5 Evaluation

To validate our novel design for software memory isolation based on the safe mi-
gration of unconstrained messages, we implemented O-Kilim on top of a modified
JikesRVM—a high performance research virtual machine for Java. We modified
the virtual machine to include our ownership and we implemented the O-Kilim
framework on top, providing tasks (actors) and mailboxes with a tail-migration
semantics. The execution model is event-based, one actor reacting to only one
message at a time, with each reaction running to completion. However, our
framework may use multiple worker threads to execute multiple reactions con-
currently across multiple actors.

We modified the JikesRVM version 3.1.0, implementing our write barrier in
both the baseline compiler and the optimized compiler. All given numbers are
obtained with the optimized compiler, with the O2 optimization level for both
the boot image and the benchmark code. The JikesRVM is setup so that it does
not use dynamic recompilation at runtime. In other words, Java code is compiled
only once and runtime statistics are turned off. All benchmarks are run with a
warmup run that forces all Java code to be compiled at the O2 level. Then, we
measure ten successive runs, during which there is no longer any compilation
overhead since we turned off dynamic recompilation. The given numbers are the
mean average of the ten timed runs. We used the Immix garbage collection, with
a maximum heap size of 2GB.

All experiments were run on an HP-Z400, with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
W3520@2.67GHz, 64bit, 4 cores, 8 threads, 8GB RAM with memory bus at
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2.4GHz, 4x32KB L1 for both data and instructions, and 4x256KB L2, and 8MB
L3. Ubuntu 12.04 is installed, 64bit version, with the Linux kernel version 2.6.35.

5.1 Actor Benchmarks

Although there is no official benchmark for actor frameworks [9], three typical
benchmarks have been consistently used in the literature [9,16,8].

1. The Ring benchmark evaluates message passing, a ring of actors are passing
a token message around the ring a certain number of times. Our default
setting is to pass 4 million times the token around 500 actors.

2. The Chameneos benchmark [8] has N creatures, called Chameneos, that have
a cyclic behavior where they request a broker to arrange a meeting between
two creatures and when the meeting takes place, the two creatures play
together for a while and change color. Our default setting is to have 20
creatures, meeting one million times. To simulate playing, we have creatures
change color a certain number of times at each meeting.

3. The QuickSort benchmark illustrates a concurrent sorting service based on
a client-server pattern. The service is implemented by an actor that receives
multiple requests from client actors, each one to sort one collection. Concur-
rent requests are processed in parallel. For each request, the service creates
an actor and forwards the collection to sort. The created actor sorts the
collection and sends back the sorted collection to the client. Each client has
a cyclic behavior: creates a collection, requests that the collection be sorted,
waits for the sorted collection, and then scans the sorted collections to check
that it is indeed sorted. We use 500 clients that each issue 100 requests to
sort a collection with 100 elements. The collection is a Java list of comparable
objects.

With these benchmarks, we can actually establish that our framework has a
performance behavior that is comparable to Kilim, despite the slight changes in
the actor model: run-to-completion reactions and the presence of our ownership
model. Having established the soundness of our prototype with respect to one of
top-performing actor frameworks [9], we can feel confident that our comparison
of different memory isolation schemes is meaningful.

First of all, it is important to assess how similar the benchmarks are when
running them on O-Kilim versus Kilim. The benchmarks are not only algo-
rithmically the same, but they are almost identical syntactically since we have
preserved the Kilim concepts of Tasks (actors) and Mailboxes, almost unmodi-
fied. Rather than offering a blocking operation to get messages from a mailbox,
we offer a callback mechanism to notify an actor that a message is available,
triggering the actor’s reaction2. This is actually the only syntactical difference
as our ownership is transparent, as illustrated in our example in Section 4.

2 For all benchmarks, explicit continuations were trivial, something that might not
always be true for all applications.
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Fig. 2. Unsafe O-Kilim vs Unsafe Kilim

In Figure 2, we ran our benchmarks on Kilim (version 0.6) and on O-Kilim,
both sending messages by reference. In other words, we measure the Java per-
formance of both frameworks, providing no memory isolation in this first exper-
iment. We ran all benchmarks with either one or four worker threads, a worker
thread being a Java thread solely used to run actors’ reactions. At first glance,
we can observe that both frameworks behave remarkably the same across all
benchmarks.

Regarding the Ring benchmark, both frameworks are unable to benefit from
multiple workers as the benchmark has no builtin parallelism. Unsurprisingly, it
is more efficient to schedule a sequence of reactions on a single thread than pass-
ing them around multiple threads, experiencing the delays necessary to wake up
worker threads that are sleeping. However, both frameworks are able to benefit
from using multiple worker threads on the two other benchmarks (the Chame-
neos and QuickSort). We can notice that single-threaded performance are close
across all benchmarks and so are the achieved speedups with four workers. From
these performance figures, we deduce that our O-Kilim prototype is a fair vehicle,
compared to Kilim, in order to evaluate different memory isolation schemes.

Focusing on memory isolation, we compare different message passing schemes
in Figure 3. The benchmarks are the same as before, but we run them on a single-
threaded version of the O-Kilim framework. The rationale is that the overhead of
memory isolation is a single-threaded overhead since it incurs no locking and no
concurrent behavior. The by-ref schememeans that we ran the benchmarks on the
unmodified JikesRVM, running the O-Kilim framework that passes messages by
Java reference. This is equivalent to what we showed in Figure 2 under O-Kilim
numbers. Themigration schememeans that we ran the benchmarks on a modified
JikesRVM to include our ownership model, running the O-Kilim framework. We
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Fig. 3. Messaging Overheads

discuss the details of the corresponding modifications of the JikesRVM in the next
subsection. The deep-copy scheme means that we ran the benchmarks on a modi-
fied JikesRVM in which we added an optimized deep-copy mechanism, but there
is no write barrier of course. To implement this deep copy, we use the low-level
capabilities of the JikesRVM to efficiently scan and clone objects, combined with
the use of a hash table to preserve cycles when deep copying.

These performance figures confirm the established belief [9,12,7] that the deep-
copy scheme severely hinders performance. This is even the case despite the fact
that we rely on an optimized deep copy and not the costly Java serialization [13].
The Table 1 summarizes the overheads of the Figure 3. All measurements are
done with the O-Kilim framework and the same benchmarking code, only mod-
ifying the semantics of the send operation in the O-Kilim framework.

Table 1. Deep-copy vs Migration Overheads

- Ring Chameneos QuickSort

By-ref 783ms 2279ms 2505ms

Deep-
Copy

3190ms 5072ms 8568ms

overhead 247% 122% 265%

Migration 917ms 2491ms 2761ms

overhead 17.11% 9.3% 10.21%

The Ring benchmark measures a pure messaging overhead since each actor
is creating a message that it passes to the next actor down the ring. Conse-
quently, this benchmark gives us an estimate of the overhead of creating and
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sending small messages—a single object containing a single integer field (primi-
tive type). The deep-copy overhead is high, even though the messages are small.
The reason is that there is no processing at all to balance any messaging over-
head. The same is true for migrating message, so the Ring benchmark measures
our worst overhead, which is around 20%. The Chameneos benchmark shows the
positive effect of adding processing. Both the deep-copy and migration benefits
from added processing, with overheads that are cut in half. However, the Quick-
Sort benchmark shows that the deep-copy overhead soars with larger messages
whereas the migration overhead remains identical, around 10%.

From these figures, we confirm previously published results [15,4,14,5] stating
that a deep-copy approach is much more costly than migrating messages. We
focus now on characterizing more accurately our overhead, changing the amount
of processing as well as the shape and size of the processed data. First, we
will change the amount of processing in the Chameneos benchmark, varying the
number of times meeting creatures are changing colors.

Table 2. Varying Processing in Chameneos Benchmark

Color
Changes

1 50 100

Time(1W) 985ms 2491ms 3940ms

overhead 21.45% 9.30% 4.45%

Time(4W) 1345ms 1583ms 1875ms

overhead 14.37% 10.85% 0.4%

ratio 1.36 0.63 0.47

The performance figures are in Table 2. The Time(1W) line gives the execution
times for the Chameneos benchmark, on a single worker, with 20 creatures,
changing colors at each meeting either once, fifty times, or one hundred times.
Changing color is a simple method with two nested switch with 3 cases each,
deciding the new color of a creature based on its current color and the color the
other creature had when the meeting began. The added processing does not entail
any messaging, it is just a pure Java method manipulating Java enums. The
Time(4W) line gives the execution times for the same Chameneos benchmark
but using four worker threads.

Notice our high overhead when creatures only change color once (very limited
processing per message). We are back to an overhead of around 20%, as it was
the case with the Ring benchmark earlier. Also notice that when processing per
message is limited, our ability to leverage multiple workers is challenged—we
actually execute 1.36 slower with four workers than with one. In contrast, notice
the positive effect of adding processing, with decreasing overheads for 50 and
100 color change. Despite the fact that the added processing is really small our
overhead drops significantly: adding 1.4 micro-seconds per meeting drops our
overhead to 9.30% and adding 2.8 micro-seconds per meeting drops it to 4.45%.
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Moreover, notice the positive effects on our ability to leverage multiple work-
ers. With 50 color changes, we reduce the execution time by 0.63 with an over-
head at 10.85%. With 100 color changes, we reduce the execution time by 0.47,
with an overhead at 0.4%. We believe that these figures indicate that modern
processors are able to absorb our isolation overhead through concurrent execu-
tion (both hyper-threaded cores and advanced superscalar architectures) when
there is enough processing per message. An effect that we will be confirmed on
a novel XML benchmark below.

But before moving to XML processing, we can question the validity of our
remarks since we only added synthetic processing (a loop manipulating Java
enums). Consequently, we also conducted similar experiments with the QuickSort
benchmark, varying not only the shape and size of the sorted collections, but
also the cost of the element comparison.

Table 3. Varying Processing in QuickSort Benchmark

Settings A B C

Time(1W) 2761ms 4972ms 10609ms

overhead 10.21% 9.05% 8.66%

Time(4W) 1234ms 2250ms 3998ms

overhead 7.39% 3.11% 4.14%

ratio 0.44 0.45 0.37

The performance figures are in Table 3. All the three settings are on collec-
tions of one hundred elements, using the unmodified QuickSort benchmark. In
the first setting, called A, each collection is a Java ArrayList and elements are
a simple object, with one integer field. The comparison of elements is therefore
cheap: comparing primitive integers. In the second setting, called B, the elements
are still simple objects, but they contain a string rather than an integer. In fact,
the string is the textual representation of the integer value they contained in the
setting A. The goal is to increase the cost of comparing elements, now comparing
strings rather than primitive integers. In the third setting, we change the im-
plementation of the collections, moving from Java ArrayList to Java LinkedList.
The goal is to increase the overhead of accessing the elements of the sorted col-
lection during the sort. The performance figures in Table 3 confirm our previous
analysis. Across all sizes and shapes, our single-threaded overhead is around 10%.
Furthermore, this overhead drops to 3% with parallel execution on four workers.
Additionally, we maintain our speedup, executing up to 0.37 times faster on four
workers—a speedup of 2.7 on 4 workers.

To confirm these statements, we conducted one last experiment with an XML
Parser benchmark. We modified our QuickSort benchmark to parse XML doc-
uments concurrently rather than sorting Java collections. In other words, we
retained the overall architecture of the benchmark, but we replaced our home-
grown QuickSort algorithm with the use of the Java SAX parser. We use 100
clients that each issue 50 requests to parse a XML text document into a W 3C
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document. The text document is a simple array of characters, while the W 3C
document is a complex in-memory graph of objects, whose exact size and shape
depends on the parser implementation.

Table 4. Varying Processing in XML Parser Benchmark

Settings Small Medium Large

Time(1W) 1251ms 5664ms 17102ms

overhead 5.2% 7.68% 7.66%

Time(4W) 604ms 2926ms 7975ms

overhead 0.16% 9.13% 0%

ratio 0.48 0.51 0.46

The performance figures are in Table 4. Again, the performance figures confirm
our analysis, even with a completely different processing and different data sets.
The small XML document is really small with 7 tags, 5 attributes, accounting
for 161 bytes. The medium document is more reasonable, with 69 tags and 32
attributes, accounting for 1217 bytes. The large document has 225 tags and
104 attributes, accounting for 5357 bytes. In this last experiment, with realistic
processing, our overhead is around 5-8% with single-threaded execution and
drops to zero overhead with four workers, while retaining an acceptable speedup,
executing at twice the speed with 4 workers compared to one worker.

Overall, we believe that we have established that our memory isolation scheme
induces a low overhead and does not impede concurrent execution. We further
believe that we have reached our goal since we achieve low-cost memory isolation
with minimal changes to the actor model and no change at all to the habits of
object-oriented developers. However, we feel that more work is necessary on two
fronts. First, a comparison analysis with solutions based on static analysis, that
also preserve the object-oriented programming model, seems necessary. Second,
the actor community must establish a representative benchmark suite for multi-
core machines, with realistic concurrent applications that are representative of
the concurrent and processing patterns targeted by actor systems.

5.2 WriteBarrier Benchmarking

In this section, we detail the design of our memory isolation mechanisms. In par-
ticular, we detail our ownership implementation, the associated write barrier. We
explain how we integrated these mechanisms in the JikesRVM virtual machine.
We also provide low-level performance numbers from the various benchmarks
we ran in the previous subsection, allowing us to further explain the excellent
performance figures we discussed earlier.

Our ownership model has a straightforward implementation. We added an
owner field to the header of each Java object. This owner field holds the reference
to the owner of the object, or null otherwise. This reference is known to the
garbage collector, so a live object maintains its owner alive. The added overhead
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to the garbage collection process is negligible. As explained earlier, the owner
field is assigned by a deep absorption triggered by our write barrier.

The concept of write barrier is not new; it has been used intensively for sup-
porting various garbage collection schemes [17]. In fact, the Immix garbage col-
lector [3] we use in all our experiments uses write barriers for its own tracking
of references. Traditionally, the reported performance overhead of write barri-
ers [2,17] is typically around 2% to 6%. Traditionally, a write barrier is divided
into a fast path and a slow path. The fast path handles the common case, re-
quiring very few instructions; instructions that are inlined by the Just-In-Time
compiler (JIT) on compiling the PUTFIELD and AASTORE bytecodes. The slow
path handles the exceptional cases, requiring more instructions that are not in-
lined, therefore requiring that the fast path branches to the slow path when an
exceptional condition occurs.

Listing 1.5. Write Barrier

static void writeBarrier(Object left, Object right) {
if (right!=null) {
Object lowner, rowner; // left and right owners.
lowner = Magic.getObjectAtOffset(left,JavaHeader.OWNER OFFSET);
if (lowner!=null) {
rowner = Magic.getObjectAtOffset(right,JavaHeader.OWNER OFFSET);
if (lowner!=rowner)
writeBarrierSlowPath(lowner,left,rowner,right);

}
}

}

Assembly:

; ECX = right

; EDX = left

TEST ECX,ECX ;

JEQ ; branch if right==null

MOV EAX -24[EDX] ; EAX = lowner

TEST EAX,EAX ;

JEQ ; branch if lowner==null

MOV EBX, -24[ECX] ; EBX = rowner

CMP EAX ; compare lowner and owner

JNE ; branch to slow path if lowner!=rowner

Our write barrier is no exception to this split into a fast path and a slow path.
Our fast path is given in Listing 1.5, both in Java and the corresponding IA-32
assembly code. The write barrier is written in Java because the JikesRVM is a
meta-circular Java Virtual Machine (JVM), written itself in Java. We insert our
write barriers like the garbage collector does, when the JIT compiler expands
runtime services, after the final High-Level Intermediate Representation (HIR) is
produced and before it is lowered to the Low-level Intermediate Representation
(LIR). We have not touched the LIR translation to machine code. Since our
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write barrier is inserted on assignment bytecodes (PUTFIELD and AASTORE),
we have a left-hand-side object and a right-hand-side object, called left and right
in the Java source. Notice the added owner field in the object header, holding
the reference to the owner if any.

Our fast path captures the most common cases: (i) when free objects are
assigned (left owner is null) and (ii) when legal references are assigned within
an ownership domain (left and right owners are the same). The Table 5 gives
the number of write barriers and the decomposition into fast and slow paths
for various benchmarks, reusing previous settings. For Chameneos, we reused 20
creatures, 1000000 rendez-vous, and 50 color change per meeting. For the XML
parser, we reused 100 actors, 50 requests over our medium-size document. For
QuickSort, we reused 500 clients, 100 requests on a array list of 50 objects.

Table 5. Write Barrier and Absorption

Ring Chameneos QuickSort Parser

Messages 4M 4M 50,000 10,000

WriteBarrier 4M 16M 40M 21.4M

fast 1% 35% 32% 99%

slow 99% 65% 68% 1%

Absorption 4M 4M 10.2M 4.4M

Extraction 0 0 5.1M 2.2M

Overhead 17.11% 9.3% 10.21% 7.68%

total exec time 917ms 2780ms 6658ms 1488ms

Table 5 also shows other performance numbers related to the absorption or
extraction of objects. We give the number of absorbed and extracted objects.
We also recall the total execution times and the overhead induced by memory
isolation. These numbers show that our various benchmarks do cover a wide
mix of overheads. We cover from 4 million write barriers up to 40 millions, with
different fast/slow ratios, from 1% up to 99% fast paths. The number of absorbed
objects also varies greatly, from 1 million up to 10 millions, and so is the number
of extracted objects, from 0 to 5 millions. This variety makes us believe that our
performance figures given earlier are indeed representative of the quality of our
proposed design for the safe memory isolation of actors.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel runtime ownership model that provides object-
oriented developers with a completely natural programming model. Our
ownership model does not require special types or annotations; the model is
straightforward, an object belongs to the first owner it is reachable from. This
rule is easy to understand and simple to put into practice in object-oriented
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languages. Regarding the actor model it is integrated in, our approach has es-
sentially one requirement: to use an event-driven execution that permits the
tail-migration of messages. Our approach does not constrain the shape of per-
mitted messages, any shape or size can be migrated at no cost. The overhead of
our approach comes from the ownership management (write barrier, absorption,
and extraction). This overhead is less than 20% across all our benchmarks and
can typically be expected to be around 5%. This work suggests several directions
for future work. First, it would be interesting to see how different static analysis
techniques could help reduce the overhead of our ownership model. This is a
research direction that we feel promising and that we intend to pursue. Second,
we feel that it would be important for the actor community to develop realistic
benchmarks that would help stronger evaluations of different actor systems.
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